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Abstract
This article offers critical insights into new digital forms of citizen-led journalism. Many communities across western soci-
ety are frequently excluded from participating in newsgathering and information dissemination that is directly relevant to
them due to financial, educational and geographic constraints. News production is a risky business that requires profes-
sional levels of skill and considerable finances to sustain. Hence, ‘hyper-localised news’ are often absent from local and
national debates. Local news reportage is habitually relegated to social media, which represents a privileged space where
the diffusion of disinformation presents a threat to democratic processes. Deploying a place-based, person-centred ap-
proach towards investigating news production within communities in Cornwall, UK, this article reflects on a participatory
action research project called the Citizen Journalism News Network (CJNN). The CJNN is an overt attempt to design disrup-
tive systems for agenda setting through mass participation and engagement with social issues. The project was delivered
within four communities via a twelve-week-long journalism course, and a bespoke online app. CJNN is a platform for cit-
izen journalists to work collaboratively on investigating stories and raising awareness of social issues that directly affect
the communities reporting on them.
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1. Introduction
The long hailed digital dawn of the Internet where all
voices are equally well-received within an egalitarian
framework, and all available channels of representation
for participation are clearly signposted, appears to have
been delayed and overshadowed by the desire to secure
profits through proprietorial systems that enforce sub-
scription models of access. The tools are available within
Europe and beyond to enable an effective and propor-
tional representation of the population via Internet con-
nectivity, however, incentives for individuals to partici-
pate in public debate are few in a habitus conditioned by
a paradigm of exclusionary cultural communicative tradi-
tions and the rip-tides of popular public opinion and pro-
priety that surround, dependupon and rigorously defend
the status quo. Innovative and socially disruptive systems
that emerge are (more often than not) both facilitated
by and in response to specific sets of economic and cul-
tural frameworks.
The global financial crisis of 2008/9 precipitated
in many western economies the introduction of aus-
terity measures across public social programmes.
Governments attempting to address the effects of fi-
nancial precarity and meet the growing demands of di-
verse societies have encouraged organisations and agen-
cies to develop and deliver digital social innovations to
ameliorate a range of social issues. Although there is
considerable debate about the meaning and use of the
term social innovation (and overlaps with other activi-
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ties such as social enterprise and the social economy),
it broadly refers to the ways in which human societies
adapt to meet new challenges. Contemporary debates
about collective responses to a range of social issues
reflect the ways in which human societies both create
and adapt to new challenges, experimenting with pol-
icy and practical innovations in order to solve collective
concerns (Moulaert, Mehmood, MacCallum, & Leubolt,
2017). Hyperlocal-news reporting is one such innova-
tion. In this article we respond to Hess and Waller’s
(2016) appeal to resituate research on hyperlocal-news
reportage within alternative frameworks. We argue that
citizen journalism provides an opportunity for publics
to engage with local democracy and the politics of the
public sphere (Harte, Williams, & Turner, 2017). This is
achieved through the deployment of a co-designed dig-
ital social innovation (DSI) platform: Citizen Journalism
Network (CJN). In the following section we discuss how
DSIs can contribute to social change before going on to
explore their role in citizen journalism.
2. Digital Social Innovations
DSIs are presented as a way of harnessing the operative
possibilities of the Internet to: (1) encourage dynamic so-
cial relationships between previously separate individu-
als and groups; (2)meet pressing unmet social needs and
improving the lives of people by drawing publics into the
problem-solving process (Edwards-Schachter & Wallace,
2017;Mulgan, 2006); and (3) help organisations to adapt
processes or respond to new issues in a flexible and prag-
matic way.
The range of DSIs is astonishing, from collectivis-
ing people who have similar issues from health, eco-
nomic and social concerns (Evans &Gawer, 2016;Mason,
Barraket, Friel, O’Rouke, & Stenta, 2015; Moulaert et al.,
2017) via social networks (Muller & Peres, 2019), to on-
line platforms for citizen participation in policymaking
(Angelidou & Psaltoglou, 2017), to using ‘big data’ or
open data sources to producemore transparency around
public spending to participatory budgeting (Bria, 2015).
This growing interest in DSIs is generally associated with
the potential power of civil society and community-led
action to develop responses to urban social concerns
(Moulaert, Swyngedouw, Martinelli, & Gonzalez, 2010).
Rather than calling on government to act for people, as
was common during the social democratic experiments
of the twentieth century, particularly in Western Europe,
the emphasis now is on public engagement through co-
design. DSIs are essentially “a type of collaborative inno-
vation in which innovators, users and communities co-
create knowledge and solutions for a wide range of so-
cial needs exploiting the network effect of the Internet”
(Schon, Ebner, & Hornung-Prahauser, 2017, p. 1).
DSI is often cited as a fast fix or panacea for the
challenges facing societies, through delivering improved
quality of service and operational and cost-saving effi-
ciencies (Dodd, 2015; Lloyd, Jochum, & Hornung, 2017).
They are also often predicated on the production of
platforms through which organisations, agencies and
individuals can connect to each other. To date, plat-
forms have mainly been approached as a phenomenon,
rather than as a metaphor or an analytic for social form.
Formally, platforms build upon but are—in important
ways—distinct from networks, most notably through
their ‘programmable space’ that can bemade to perform
differently according to how external networks engage.
Just as networks indicate the importance of form for un-
derstanding the socio technical, DSI platforms must also
be approached as a heuristic for understanding the form
of social relations.
Regarding urban digital futures, DSIs have the capac-
ity to produce and augment new material and social or-
ganisational arrangements. This approach requires the
co-design of DSI platforms, but also includes broader
materialisations of the social forms of platforms. Across
Europe there have been a range of DSI projects aimed at
encouraging cities to work together through a network
of knowledge exchange and digital practices, such as the
CAPS (Collective Awareness Platforms for Sustainability
and Social Innovation) programme (for a detailed review
of these projects see Bria, 2015; Cangiano, Romano, &
Loglio, 2017). The case study of this article, Cornwall, is
part of the UK Digital Strategy (Department of Culture,
Media and Sport, 2017) and the UK’s Civil Society
Strategy (Cabinet Office, 2018), which promotes digital
technologies to address social challenges. TheUK govern-
ment is “committed to bringing together digital and civil
society” (Cabinet Office, 2018, p. 83) through the triple
helix approachwhereby the voluntary, private and public
sectors work together to deliver DSI.
This article examines critically the role and func-
tion of DSIs within citizen led journalism. It is within
the uncomfortable and challenging interface between
individual actions and the collective responsibilities of
societies at large that the citizen journalist identifies,
observes and reports on their situation(s) of interest,
often proactively both inhabiting and responding to-
wards issues of personal interest and personal experi-
ence. There is also an active and ongoing dispute be-
tween the ethically liberated and financially unfettered
actions of the citizen journalist and the industrially em-
bedded and ethically rooted authorial attributes of the
professional journalist (Forde, 2011; Williams, Harte, &
Turner, 2015). The direct first-hand experiences of the
citizen journalist may ensure they are incapable or un-
interested in adhering to the traditional journalistic be-
haviours that attempt to ensure impartial and unbiased
reporting. The Citizen Journalism News Network (CJNN)
project detailed in the next section applies Downing’s
(2001, p. 388) “hexagon of radical media” as a guiding
framework to encourage the engagement of citizen jour-
nalists within the essentially polarised and unresolved
spaces between the social and the individual or the per-
sonal and the public.
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3. Digital Citizen Journalism as Place Making
The advent of digitally networked systems for the cre-
ation and dissemination of news media have upended
the traditional news practices of national and local pro-
fessional news providers (Anderson, Bell, & Shirky, 2012).
Claire Enders’ (2011) report to the Leveson Inquiry in
2011 found that revenues for local news provision have
dropped from between 23–50%. This has resulted in an
increase in the provision of franchised news services
and the subsequent reduction of local narratives and ref-
erences to place within local news. As Williams et al.
(2015) suggest, much of the output of UK hyperlocal
news provides an opportunity for local citizens and com-
munity groups to contribute to the plurality of local me-
dia through reporting on cultural and civic life, local
economies, as well as local politics.
Digital technologies have generated an exponen-
tial number of two-way access points for a news sys-
tem that was previously considered to be a closed cir-
cuit. Globally networked social media platforms have
shrewdly interpolated the opportunities that contempo-
rary communication technologies present to their users
whilst at the same time adroitly capitalising upon the
demand for digitally mediated interpersonal communi-
cations and the new set of creative communication op-
tions (Papacharissi, 2014). “The rise of algorithms and
platforms that enable individual users and services to
take part in publishing news has changed gatekeeping
selection processes and news flow patterns” (Wallace,
2018, p. 275), placing a number of international tech-
nology companies in the position of being market lead-
ers in global communications and bequeathing them
the position of gatekeepers to global, national and lo-
cal news markets that often treat borders as invisible,
content as non-exclusive, news brands as interchange-
able and traditional news organisation’s businessmodels
as antiquated.
The up-shift from inert consumers of the news to
active commentators, contributors, distributors and cre-
ators of the news has opened upmanifold possibilities to
study emerging behaviours, relationships and discourses
(McCollough, Crowell, & Napoli, 2017). The CJNN project
applied iterative designmethodologies to create a hyper-
local, networked, news gathering platform as a tool for
listening to marginalised members of rural communi-
ties within Cornwall. The starting point was the desire
to engender agency and personal representation within
a series of identified hyper-local minority communities
within Cornwall that have traditionally been excluded
from or unable to take up such opportunities.
4. Case Study Area: Cornwall, UK
Cornwall is one of the poorest areas of the UK and has
seventeen areas that are ranked amongst the most de-
prived 10% in England (Cornwall Council, 2015). Since
2000 Cornwall has received £350 million in funding from
the European Union via the Objective 1 programme to
boost the economy and ameliorate the worst extremes
of severe deprivation (Cataldo, 2016). Those who finan-
cially struggle in Cornwall face a range of types of exclu-
sion, digital, financial, social and wellbeing, leaving vul-
nerable groups behind (Dwyer & Wright, 2014; Turnbull,
2016). Digital exclusion is a social problem as much as
a technological one, making it hard to access services
online, including Universal Credit (Cornwall and Isles of
Scilly Leadership Board, 2019). Financial exclusion fol-
lows from digital exclusion, as those most vulnerable are
excluded from managing monies online (Travers-Smith,
2016). Social exclusion and isolation are increasingly
recognised as threats towellbeing and resilience in terms
of health (AgeUK, 2015). The rural geographyof Cornwall
and relatively poor availability and affordability of pub-
lic transport compounds this isolation. Data on low well-
being presents a worrying picture for Cornwall in terms
of the economy, employment and wages, education
and housing.
The CJNN project received funding from the
European Social Fund delivered through the “Widening
Participation through Skills” partnership. Funders re-
quired targeted involvement from within disadvantaged
marginalised demographics from inside ‘cold-spot’ areas
within Cornwall (European Social Fund, 2017). Cold-spot
areas were identified as geographic regions where the
uptake of places at level 4 of education were below na-
tional average. Marginalised and disadvantaged partici-
pants were identified as being from within the following
demographic categories:
• Employed females
• Participants aged 54 and over
• Participants from ethnic minorities
• Participants with disabilities
• Single adult households with dependent children
In total the researchers worked with 67 people.
5. Practice and Method: The CJNN Project
The CJNN project did not adopt the tenet that impar-
tiality is a prerequisite for journalistic reportage to be
of value to society. Evidence of so-called unbiased ‘pro-
fessional’ reportage is nothing more than an elaborate
panacea deployed by commercial journalists to buttress
against a public’s clarion call for objectivity in the face
of the central objective truth that all words selected and
written by any individual at any time can only, by design,
represent a subjective truth. This questioning of the cen-
tral raison d’être of professional journalism through co-
design is not explicitly intended to undermine the insti-
tutions and individuals who conduct a crucially impor-
tant role in society through fulfilling the Sisyphean task
of investigating and attempting to communicate exter-
nal facts through a specific medium in the hope of in-
culcating a more balanced and informed society. The
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CJNN project simply attempts to throw the responsibil-
ity for attaining and evaluating such highly principled
aims and aspirations firmly back into the realms of the
social through DSI and co-design inspired collaborative-
authorship practices.
The CJNN hypothesis proposes that through fore-
grounding interesting newways to generate co-authored
news items via a bespokeDSI platform the research could
relieve citizen journalists from some of the pressures and
financial incentives of traditional journalism, e.g., having
to be the first to publish a story, or to become the lone
subject-specific expert/author within a defined journalis-
tic field. The CJN app is an attempt to engage with some
of the core issues described within this article through
the implementation of iterative development processes
to build a participatory platform through utilising rep-
resentational state transfer (REST) application program-
ming interface (API). Also known as RESTful web ser-
vices, the REST API provides a file storage and retrieval
system that is built upon a protocol that facilitates in-
teroperability between different computer systems. The
REST API system architecture allows for multiple points
of access to the storage of data through different hier-
archical levels of user privileges depending on the an-
ticipated functionality of the app/website or database.
Importantly REST APIs also facilitate synchronous access
to the data stored on the system, which provides the abil-
ity for the system to grow while it is being accessed by
multiple users.
Inherent Rest API infrastructural characteristics allow
for collaboration between the citizen journalists but in
order to fully realise the collaborative potential of the
infrastructure the designers were required to develop
an externally facing user interface that supported the in-
tended practices. The CJN app integrated the Rest API
characteristics into the user interface through labelling
the forward-facing individual component media parts,
such as images, text and metadata that come together
to make up a journalism story as discreet ‘fragments’
(Figure 1). Within the app, fragments have the ability to
be selected individually or configured into story ‘clusters’
by either the user or the audience. Individual fragments
can be construed from various media types such as text,
sound, images, films, and metadata, e.g., geographic lo-
cation, tags, etc. (Figure 2), and each fragment repre-
sents one facet of the overall story, therefore the CJN
app stores the fragments in a format which represents
the story in a permanently unfinished state of becoming.
Users are able to assign story fragments to an identi-
fied, independent yet related story clusters that facilitate
the aggregation of multiple fragments into thematic as-
sociations. Therefore, story fragments can be browsed
as discrete objects by an interactive user as well as ex-
perienced from inside a collective format. Fragments
and clusters may also be shared, assigned additional
qualities and contributed towards by other users. The
specific qualities of this collaborative ownership model
of production are a deliberate incitement to disrupt the
Figure 1. CJN home screen.
Figure 2. CJN fragment upload screen.
hegemony of the 24-hour news cycle within industrial
news production. Through encouraging citizen journal-
ists to contribute towards a shared story within an on-
going networked framework the CJN app provides an
enticement to return to the story as the cluster ex-
pands over time as more citizen journalists contribute
to the story. In this way, new industrial practices be-
gin to assuage audience concerns around any perceived
lack of journalistic impartiality through allowing a net-
worked cluster of citizen journalists a participatory au-
thorial role in the production of a story. Providing a net-
worked oversight of story production facilitates greater
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levels of credence and believability through proffer-
ing multiple subjective viewpoints upon a single ob-
jective phenomenon. A similar methodology was suc-
cessfully applied within the 2017 fact checking project
called CrossCheckwhen 100 journalists from newsrooms
around the globe monitored and collectively debunked
false information around the French general election
(Smyrnaios, Chauvet, & Marty, 2017).
For members of the public consuming the forward
facing CJN website (Figure 3), journalistic output can be
accessed in a manner of their own choosing, for instance
audiences can listen to a sound recording whilst look-
ing through sets of images or data visualisation or read-
ing some text on the subject. Rather than being asso-
ciated with time-based news proliferation it was antic-
ipated that using the CJN website would be similar to
browsing an online archive. Researchers were interested
in understanding to what extent innovative design could
facilitate co-authorship and promote a fresh journalis-
tic heterodoxy.
6. Creating the News: Creating Places
Journalism has a long history of identifying and com-
menting primarily on local or national issues and being
supported through local/national business markets how-
ever the primary focus on local/national cultures has
been reconfigured via the digital shift towards a more
global/US-centric reframing of audience interests. The
desire to engage with local and hyper-local interests re-
mains a strong impulse within local communities how-
ever the ability for larger organisations to control the
news agenda with more sensational international sto-
ries is compelling to audiences and steers finances away
from local news production causing a significant reduc-
tion in local news production (Boczkowski&Mitchelstein,
2013). The globalisation of professional news agendas
provided motivational considerations for members of
the CJNN cohort as evidenced by this quote from one of
the participants:
From the hyperlocal to the universal, the CJ could of-
fer an alternative, thoughtful, authentic, contrary yet
healing space for a creatively disruptive conversation
between people where we, with care, listen to and
tell our own and others’ stories—with the purpose of
cleaving the truth, as far as we can tell—from the spin,
the hyperbole and the vested interest, as long as we
understand and accept that we are just as vulnerable
to such toxins as any other journalist.
Mobile computing and smartphone functionality of-
fer citizen journalists multiple opportunities to sub-
stantiate their journalism claims through supplying the
geo-locative metadata associated with their fragments.
Geographic identification provides audiences and local
media partners with the opportunity to browse stories
from within their own geographical communities, allow-
ing audiences to identify the scope of issues as they
pertain to their own communities thus reconfiguring na-
tional stories within narrower local or regional frame-
works. Perhaps more importantly, geolocating stories
Figure 3. CJN website homepage.
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helped to facilitate opportunities for participants to iden-
tify place-based, person-centred approaches towards ac-
knowledging and making visible specific issues of direct
and significant importance within their own lived experi-
ences from inside a knowable, hyper-local geographical
framework. The research team operate within an ethical
framework that dictates that an individual’s specific geo-
graphic conditions and related opportunities and obsta-
cles are an important defining factor in specifying their
individual outlook, experiences and interests. Concrete
practical examples of the place-based person-centred ap-
plication of CJN related DSI are available within the geo-
tagged artefacts uploaded to CJN website. In one such
example a CJN user investigated the gentrification of
small Cornish harbour town called Porthleven through
first-hand experiential reportage (Osborne-Dowle, 2018)
and in this way the CJNN project can be seen as an ex-
tended and ongoing application of a Participatory Action
Research method by placing the participant at the cen-
tre of the decisionmakingwhen selecting and identifying
the issues of primary importance to themselves through
reporting on their own lived situation.
Designing and developing large scale interactive com-
munication platforms necessitates a detailed, subject-
specific understanding of the required call to action
points and ongoing engagement motivations of poten-
tial users. Citizen journalism attracts a wide range of par-
ticipants from professional journalists to complete be-
ginners and inside each citizen journalist exists a com-
plex range of personal motivations for instigating an in-
volvement with a specific journalism project (Barnes,
2016). Whatever the motivation, every citizen journal-
ist whether they know it or not is interested in enter-
ing into some form of reciprocal arrangement, which
could be emotional reciprocity in the form of praise from
their community and peers, or it could be practical forms
of reciprocity such as improved employment opportuni-
ties, or it could be a form of philanthropic reciprocity
achieved through witnessing personal stories come to
life and facilitate positive change within communities
(Borger & van Hoof, 2016; Lewis, Holton, & Coddington,
2013; Wall, 2017).
Understanding users’ expectations around reci-
procity and other forms of direct or indirect feedback are
vital considerations when designing communication plat-
forms (Harte et al., 2017). However, the designers of the
CJN app were committed to attempting to avoid some
of the familiar forms of incentive driven feedback loops
that facilitate and encourage addictive and morally ques-
tionable behaviours within corporate platforms. Rather,
the CJN platform was explicitly designed to encourage
and enable the co-production of news stories, eschew-
ing the inclusion ofmanywell-known socialmedia design
practices that offer users a momentary sense of engage-
ment and affirmation such as a ‘likes’ and other badge
notifications. Instead, there was expectation that satis-
faction and a sense of reciprocal engagement would be
available through collaborative practice, networking and
the wider dissemination of story fragments through an
explicit partnership connection with professional and
community broadcasting organisations.
However, the ability to share story fragments and
clusters with a wider community outside of the app in-
frastructure was deemed to be of critical importance to
the reciprocal principles of the project. Upon reflection,
the noble ideals and creative restrictions uponwhich the
design and development stages of building and testing
the CJN app are operating were not supported by suf-
ficient primary research with the intended users. This
may have resulted in a lack of ongoing engagement
with the platform once the CJNN project had completed.
Attempting to design platforms against established recip-
rocal paradigmatic frameworks that exist within popu-
lar multinational social media platforms was overly op-
timistic and representative of a somewhat hubristic ide-
alism on the part of the development team.
The research applied a mixture of content analysis,
textual analysis and narrative analysismethods to enable
a close reading of the texts submittedwithin the CJN app.
The content analysis was cross-referenced against addi-
tional data fields including geolocation information as
well as any perceived cluster associations that are made
available through the author ‘tagging’ content with cat-
egorical field information. Interrogation of the content
submitted to the CJN app alongside the geographical con-
text withinwhich that contentwas submitted enabled re-
searchers to specifically assess the textual qualities of the
fragments and identify and record any references to, or
lack of reference to, the following relevant textual, nar-
rative and geographic themes:
• Hyper-local/local/national or international refer-
ences of place.
• A direct reference by the citizen journalist towards
a personal interest or involvementwith the chosen
subject matter.
• An address by the citizen journalist towards an
identified community that exists within a geo-
graphic framework that can be considered as local
to the reporter.
• An address towards an identified community that
exists within a geographic framework that can be
considered as international.
To minimise the range of potential interpretations on
offer the research applied categorical stipulations for
each of the textual/narrative themes. Hyper-local/local/
national or international references of place are mea-
sured straightforwardly in the following ways:
Category 1(A). Any text which contains imagery,
sounds effects, verbal or writtenmentions of a ‘hyper-
local’ environment = any text that is identifiable as
falling within a 5-mile radius of the journalists lived
environment. An example of this is where the jour-
nalist states: “We have looked into the history of the
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Penzance promenade and why it is not used to its full
potential since completion in 1893.”
Category 1(B). Any text which contains imagery,
sounds effects, verbal or written mentions of the
‘local’ environments = any text that is identifiable
as originating from within Cornwall but outside of
the 5-mile radius ‘hyper-local’ definition geographic
boundaries. An example of this is where the journal-
ist states: “I decided to talk about ocean pollution
and the visible effects that it has to Cornish beaches.
Through my research I had noted that many beaches
outside of my local area had planned many beach
clean-up events where the public was encouraged to
go and clean the beach in an organised group.”
Category 1(C). Any text which contained imagery,
sounds effects, verbal or written mentions of a ‘na-
tional’ environments = any text that is identifiable
as originating outside of Cornwall but still geograph-
ically identifiable as originating from within the UK.
An example of this is a piece by citizen journalist
Tracey Johnson on the CJN app where Tracey inter-
views someone in Birmingham about music culture
(Johnson, 2018).
Category 1(D). Any text which contained imagery,
sounds effects, verbal or written mentions of an ‘in-
ternational’ environment, meaning any text that is
identifiable as originating outside of ‘national’ UK
boundaries is considered to fall within this category.
An example of this is a piece by citizen journalist
Rob Shapland-Hill (2018) on the CJN app where Rob
spends a day exploring the city of Cartagena in Spain.
In order to qualify as a direct reference towards a per-
sonal interest or involvement with the chosen subject
matter by the reporter, the researcher would be ex-
pected to have been able to identify, either through
the texts or associated reporting on the subject matter,
a directly citable source where the journalist makes a
claim towards a direct and personal relationship with
the subject matter. A powerful example of this is avail-
able in the piece on domestic violence called “#Survivor”
(Richardson, 2018) on the CJN website.
Subjects of interest to the wider community local to
the reporter is a more speculative category. This is an at-
tempt to differentiate and identify a journalistic address
towards a local audience through selecting a subjectmat-
ter that can be rationalised as being of interest to a local
audience but not of interest to a national or international
audience. It could be argued that this category is simply
a reframing of the 1st category however it was felt that
the slight reframing of the research question could allow
for a more nuanced interpretation of the data.
The results of the content analysis (Table 1) point to-
wards some interesting trends and dynamics within the
study group of 67 people.
There was a strong propensity to create journal-
ism that contains (either) imagery, sound effects, ver-
bal and/or written mentions of a ‘hyper-local’ envi-
ronment with over 66% of the work submitted falling
within category 1(A), including fragments such as John
Pestle’s (2018) short report about a housing march from
Newlyn to Penzance. Perhaps unsurprisingly the percent-
age of the study group utilising a direct mode of ad-
dress towards an identified local community (62%) al-
most directly mirrors the percentages for mentions of a
hyper-local environment, fragments from this category
included fragments such as David Hill (2018) reading
a community noticeboard for West Penwith. However,
46% of the work submitted also contained either im-
agery, sounds effects, verbal and/or written mentions
of a ‘local’ environment with fragments in this cate-
Table 1. Results of the content analysis of CJN fragments.
Number of instances stories
of this categorisation were
Categories and Definitions submitted to the CJN app
Category 1(A) = Any text which contains imagery, sounds effects, verbal or written 23
mentions of a ‘hyper-local’ environment
Category 1(B) = Any text which contains imagery, sounds effects, verbal or written 16
mentions of a ‘local’ environment
Category 1(C). Any text which contained imagery, sounds effects, verbal or written 10
mentions of a ‘national’ environment
Category 1(D). Any text which contained imagery, sounds effects, verbal or written 12
mentions of an ‘international’ environment
A direct reference towards a personal interest or involvement with the chosen subject 16
matter by the reporter
Direct address towards an identified local community 22
Direct address towards an identified international audience 4
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gory including John Pestles image from a Save the NHS
Rally in Truro (Pestle, 2018). However, only 29% of the
work submitted referenced national environments and
an example of a fragment from Category 1(C) include
work such as Neil Berry’s (2018) news report from his
“Easter Podcast.” 34% of the work referenced interna-
tional environments however this was always associated
with personal travel and/or historical experiences of liv-
ing inside those international environments, such as Rob
Shapland-Hill’s visit to Cartagena in Spain. Almost 50% of
themembers of the study groupmade a piece of journal-
ism that in some way makes a direct reference towards
a personal interest or involvement with the chosen sub-
ject matter by the reporter such as Sarah Vandome’s
piece titled “Tregassic Winter Walk” (Vandome, 2018).
As with mainstream news outlets the work submitted
through the CJN app falls into the categories of either
‘hard’ or ‘soft’ news. The hard news submitted via the
CJN app provides a number of examples of what we
would categorise as ‘protest journalism’ as evidenced
by the work submitted by Osborne-Dowle (2018), Pestle
(2018) and Richardson (2018) that challenge the estab-
lished and more normative mainstream discourses used
in place-making.
The content analysis draws attention to the ability of
using the predominantly hyperlocal focus of citizen jour-
nalists as amethod for challenging the predominantly na-
tional and international focus of mainstream media out-
lets. The CJN platform uses issues-based reporting as a
DSI to identify a geography of what matters in peoples
first-hand, person-centred experiences. Geographic dis-
tances often dislocate the majority of an audience from
the core focus of an international and nationally focused
news agenda. National and international issues and na-
tional/regional modes of news address are significantly
more challenging for citizen journalists to conceptualise
and meaningfully reproduce. Therefore, there is a dis-
juncture between broadcast news that simply coerces
audiences into large scale international and nationalis-
tic discourses, and localised forms of self-produced news
that serve to empower hyperlocal communities. DSI im-
proves opportunities for representation and de-centers
the politics of news and news mediation.
7. Discussion
Some of the broader intentions of the CJNN project can-
not be claimed as having achieved success within this it-
eration phase, for example there was very little evidence
of the app facilitating collaborative authorship despite
the explicit design intentions to foster precisely this type
of behaviour. Also, no research has been undertaken at
this stage to evaluate whether audiences of any of the
journalistic output of the project felt concern or reassur-
ance around the lack of objective impartiality of the jour-
nalism that theywere consuming via the CJNwebsite due
to the open-source, non-professional, collaborative au-
thorial potential of the CJNN project. There was some
evidence of participants revisiting story themes and clus-
ters over a longer period to contribute new story frag-
ments towards the development and deepening of exist-
ing story clusters and therefore broadening the discourse
around a newsworthy subject in a way that could be con-
sidered as contrary to the established 24-hour news cy-
cle, an example of this can be found in the way that CJNN
journalist Christiana Richardson (2018) contributed mul-
tiple items to the cluster on domestic violence over a
four month long period, however it would be tenuous
to claim these rare and isolated examples as evidence of
an emerging new journalistic heterodoxy.
We set out in this article to explore how DSIs of-
fer the possibility for (urban) places to become more
participatory and equitable (Phills, Deiglmeier, & Miller,
2008) through providing a framework for citizen journal-
ism to flourish in contingent places such as pubs, land-
scapes, shops and social media (Wall, 2017). The CJNN
digital intervention offers people living in economically
deprived places the opportunity to produce their own
news content and diverge frommore traditional national
media sources. Such localised forms of meaning and
place-making are produced by gathering and sharing sto-
ries, images, and sounds. Platforms provide a site for
the reproduction of place, in the case of the CJN app it
was a focal point to address local issues and concerns.
This presents several challenges for digital social inno-
vators. Platforms host a range of individual and institu-
tional aims, objectives and contexts that vary in consid-
erable ways. Managing different expectations of actors
may become problematic. DSIs like the CJN app can sup-
port ‘soft’ rather than radical change, inwhich small scale
action is grounded in local places. Thus, programmes like
CJNN have a disruptive power that enables individuals to
bring their interests, concerns and knowledges together
in inventive, reciprocal, and collaborative ways.
This research draws attention to the latent need for
hyperlocal-news reportage, especially for marginalised
groups whose voices are often absent in the mass media.
Indeed, hyperlocal reporting is one way of engaging in-
dividuals to question the authority and ‘trustworthiness’
of news (Harrison, 2017) through creative, authentic and
issues-based reporting. It also provides, via the CJN app,
a newplatform for the geography of news thatmatters in
people’s lives. The CJNN digital invention makes this pos-
sible by offering a person-centred approach to news me-
diation. However, this does not result in the overwriting
of other news sources, rather it becomes part of a more
complex local ecology of news production, social media
and discourse that reconstitutes notions of community
and belonging. These new emergent ecologies could pro-
vide a fruitful area for future research on DSI.
While there has been a push for evidence-based ap-
proaches to the integration of localised forms of knowl-
edge in formal academic assessments, positivistic sci-
ence still devalues local knowledges and does not rec-
ognize its centrality in the ongoing process of adapta-
tion tomajor issues. Too often, news stories re-enact the
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extractive nature of national media colonialism through
the dominance of what is deemed worldview worthy
by writing on behalf of local communities. We argue
that explicit attention needs to be paid to differential
story-telling strategies, through a range ofmediums, e.g.,
sound, text and image, to democratise news production
and mediation. As expected, although the CJNN project
pilot supplied a mixed range of responses and inconclu-
sive research findings, however it also supplied ample ex-
amples of potential improvements to the project for fu-
ture iterations. Over the two-year-long duration of the
project the research points towards one truly collabo-
rative journalistic effort involving multiple citizen jour-
nalists in multiple hyperlocal environments. The story
cluster that facilitated the mass collaboration was about
an unusual weather event that affected the entire geo-
graphic area of Cornwall and impacted multiple individ-
uals simultaneously. Therefore, it can be hypothesised
that multiple levels of simultaneous impact upon partic-
ipants facilitates and incentivises collaborative engage-
ment. This hypothesis is evidenced within other com-
mon themes for collaboration within the app that also
included popular activities such as travel, transport, the
environment, history and heritage. Many of the remain-
ing cluster themes such as domestic abuse, food poverty,
industrial action and political campaigning can be con-
sidered a more highly niche or specialist interest for citi-
zen journalists. It is anticipated that a significantly larger
number of participants and a geographically wider dis-
semination and engagement programme could increase
the amount of active collaboration and co-authorship as
shared interests become more apparent within a larger
study group.
8. Conclusion
The CJNN project is an example of DSI from the ground
up in which individuals are included in the co-design and
development of a local journalism platform. Such plat-
forms provide the potential to support community ef-
forts to produce a sense of place through sharing sto-
ries and images that reflect the lived realities of peo-
ples’ lives. However, there is a caveat to this interpre-
tation. Unfolding in the EU is a real-time illustration of
the fallacy of technological determinism, exemplified by
the CAPS project amongst many. Technologies do not,
in and of themselves, influence improvements in urban
policy, health and wellbeing, prevent disease, protect
the vulnerable or connect people together in meaning-
ful pro-social ways. This is especially true when they by-
pass existing socio-technical infrastructure. The greatest
fallacy is to assume that technology is, in and of itself,
egalitarian. Indeed, there is a strong ‘technologically en-
hanced’ rhetoric running through social innovation pol-
icy (Walker, Esmene, Colebrooke, Leyshon, & Leyshon,
2020) that posits if only structural connectivity problems
can be overcome then social ills can be solved. However,
apps can just as easily create social anxiety, uncertainty,
and atomise individuals. Hence, we must be careful not
to rely on DSIs to simply replace the material social real-
ities of individuals’ lives through creating ever more ‘vir-
tual platforms’ for dialogical purposes, because by doing
so we will detach individuals from the subjective judge-
ments and contributions they may be able to make to
improve their urban environments. While we do not as-
sume that DSIs will ameliorate all social problems, they
can be an essential component in empowering and mo-
bilising engaged individuals to create cities of digital in-
novation, in which practical actions maximise local re-
sources to build progressive places.
DSI is often conceptualised as a social good with
the potential to produce new and, by inference, better,
‘state/organisation/individual’ social partnerships that
are delivered at a local level (Angelidou & Psaltoglou,
2017). Co-produced bespoke services are being designed
and implemented through partnerships between service
users and residents and a range of service providers. As il-
lustrated in our CJNN example, DSI is positioned as an
opportunity for individuals to influence fast policy re-
sponses via reporting change in their local neighbour-
hoods. DSI platforms like the CJNN are conceived as a
“space of agency” from which social action can be mo-
bilised, organised and delivered (Joseph & Skinner, 2012,
p. 387). Success for such projects requires that individu-
als work outside their normal practices and beyond es-
tablished organisational silos. As we discussed above,
this is necessarily disruptive to business-as-usual and it
generates a certain amount of productive anxiety that
pushes individuals and communities to rethink their prac-
tices. The CJNN allowed individuals the freedom to inno-
vate, to generate a space to foster social relations and
produce new forms of social responsibility for local issues
and environments.
Finally, this article represents a tentative step to
move beyond the dichotomous perspectives of an un-
critical technology-driven optimism of smart innovation
as a universal panacea (Aitamurto, 2012) and the radi-
cal criticism and dissatisfaction with the ‘wisdom’ of the
crowd (Lanier, 2006). By doing so, we contribute to de-
bates on how DSIs help reconfigure notions of place by
drawing individuals, hitherto distant from active place-
making, into the production processes of how places
are made and remade through story telling. Our work
also highlights the potential of how DSIs could challenge
the way that knowledges are embedded in social insti-
tutions (Naess, 2013), forms of place-making (Tracey &
Stott, 2017), reciprocal relationships and practices with
a more ‘organic’ bottom-up approach to identifying the
needs of local people (Harte et al., 2017). DSIs, like the
CJNN, identify more imaginative ways of using existing
resources and solving problems that have implications
for society. In this regard it is no coincidence that DSIs
have taken-off just as governments and cities have less
scope for spending and are seeking to cut back on public
finances. However, while some academics dismiss social
innovation on this basis, arguing that it is a cover for a
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state in retreat, we are advocating a less pre-committed
approach to understanding these trends. It is important
to explore the role of DSIs and assess their impact on a
case-by-case basis. In so doing, there is a role for urban
scholars to map out the emergence of this new form of
social practice and the impact it is having without pre-
judging its outcome.
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